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GDP. There appeared to be no need for government
intervention. What's more, the government, like
househoids, was expected to live within its means.
The idea of govemment running a deficit was con-
sidered immoral. Thus, before the onset of the Great
Depression, most economists believed that discre-
tionary fiscal poliry could do more harm than good.
Besides, the federal government itself was a bit player
in the economy. At the onset of the Great Depression,
for exampie, federal outlays were less than 3 percent
of GDP (compared to about z4 percent today).


The Great ffiepressE##r
end ffifon&d War E$
Although classical economists acknowledged that
capitalistic, market-oriented economies could expe-
rience high unemployment from time to time, the
depth and duration of the depression strained belief
in the economy's abiiity to mend itself. The Great
Depression was marked by four consecutive years of
contraction during which unempioyment reached z5
percent. Investment plunged 8o percent. Many facto-
ries sat idle. With vast unemployed resources, output
and income fell well short of the economy's potential.


The stark contrast between the natural market
I adjustments predicted by classical economists and
! the years of high unemployment during the Great
g Depression represented a collision of theory and
$ fact. in 1936, John Maynard Keynes of Cambridge
H University, England, published The General Theory
I of Employment, Interest, and Money, a book that chal-
fr tenged the classical view and touched off what would
fr later be calied the Keynesian revolution. Keynesian
2 theory and palicy were developed in response to the prob-
), Iem of high unemployment during the Great Depression.
.' Keynes's main quarrel with the classical economists
5 was that prices and wages did not seem to be flexible
o enough to ensure the full employment of resources.


d
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According to Keynes, prices and wages were rela-
tively inflexible in the downward direction-they
were "sticky"-so natural market forces wouid not
return the economy to full employment in a timely
fashion. Keynes also believed business expectations
might at times become so grim that even very low
interest rates would not spur f,rms to invest all that
consumers might save.


It is said that geologists learn more about the
nature of the Earth's crust from one major upheaval,
such as a huge earthquake or major volcanic erup-
tion, than from a dozen lesser events. Likewise,
economists learned more about the economy from
the Great Depression than from many more-modest
business cycles. Even though this depression began
about eight decades ago, economists continue to sift
through the rubble, looking for clues about how the
economy realiy works.


Three developments in the years following the
Great Depression bolstered the use of discretion-
ary fiscal poliry in the United States. The first was
the influence of Keynes's General Theory, in which
he argued that natural forces would not necessariiy
close a contractionary gap. Keynes thought the econ-
omy could get stuck well below its potential, requir-
ing the government to increase aggregate demand to
boost output and employment. The second develop-
ment was the impact of World War II on output and
employment. The demands of war greatly increased
production and erased cyclical unemployment dur-
ing the war years, pulling the U.S. economy out of
its depression. The third development, Iargeiy a
consequence of the first two, was the passage of
the H;rrplayment A{t of :945, which gave the fed-
erai government responsibility for promoting full
employment and price stabiiity.


Prior to the Great Depression, the dominant fiscal
policy was a balanced budget. Indeed, to head off a
modest deficit in 1932, federal tax rates were raised,
which only deepened the depression. In the wake of
Keynes's General Theory and World War II, however,
policy makers grew more receptive to the idea that
Sscal poliry could improve economic stability. The
objective of fiscal poliry was no longer to baiance the
budget but to promote full employment with price
stability even ifbudget deficits resulted.
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government spending to achieve the economy's
potential output. Now let's get a clearer picture of
automatic stabilizers. Automatic stabilizers smooth
out JTuctuations in disposable income over the business
cycle by stimulating aggregate demand during recessions
and dampening aggregate demand during expansions.
Consider the federal income tax. For simplicity, we
have assumed that net taxes are independent of
income. In reality, the federal income tax system is
progressive, meaning that the fraction of income paid
in taxes increases as a taxpayer's income increases'
During an economic expansion, employment and
incomes rise, moving some taxpayers into higher
tax brackets. As a result, taxes claim a growing frac-
tion of income. This slows the growth in disposabie
income and, hence, slows the growth in consumption.
Therefore, the progressive income tax relieves some
of the inflationary pressure that might otherwise
arise as output increases during an economic expan-
sion. Conversely, when the economy is in recession,
outpur dec.lirre-", e-mploymenf and jncomes fal!. mov-


The Economy
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ing some people into lower tax brackets. As a result,
taxes take a smaller bite out of income, so disposable
income does not fall as much as GDP. Thus, the pro-
gressive income tax cushions declines in disposable
income, in consumption, and in aggregate demand.


Another automatic stabilizer is unemployment
insurance. During economic expansions, the system
automatically increases the flow of unemployment
insurance taxes from the income stream into the
unemployment insurance fund, thereby moderating
consumption and aggegate demand. During con-
tractions, unempioyment increases and the system
reverses itself. Unemployment payments automati-
cally flow from the insurance fund to the unem-
ployed, increasing disposable income and propping
up consumption and aggregate demand. Likewise,
welfare payments automatically increase during
hard times as more people become eligible. Because
of these automatic stabilizers, GDP fluctuates less than
it otherwise would, and disposable income varies pro-
portionateiy less than does GDP. Because disposabie
income varies less than GDP does, consumption aiso
fluctuates less than GDP does.


The progressive income tax, unemploymentinsur-
ance, and welfare benefits were initially designed not
so much as automatic stabiiizers but as income redis-
tribution programs. Their roles as automatic stabilizers
were secondary effects of the legislation. Automatic
stabilizers do not eliminate economic fluctuations,
but they do reduce their magnitude. The stronger and
more effective the automatic stabilizers are, the iess
need for discretionary fiscal poliry' Because of the
greater influence of automatic stabilizers, the economy
is more s tabie to d ay lh an it w as dur ing lhe Gr e at D epre s s ion


andbefore. As a measure of just how successful these
automatic stabilizers have become in cushioning the
impact of recessions, consider this: Between r948 and
zoo8, real GDP deciined during seven years, but real
consumption fell during only two years-by o.8 per-
cent in ry74andby o.3 percent in r98o. Real consump-
tion deciined in only two of the last 6o years. Without
much f anf are, qutomatic stabilizer s hav e b een quietly doing
their work,keeping the economy on a more evenkeeT.


Freirn the €olden
Age to Stagflation
The i96os was the Golden Age of fiscal poliry. )ohn F. .
Ketile{1 Nas $et\\s\presi{eltto praQsse a {ederal t-
budget defrcit to stimulate an economy experlenc- !
ing a contractionary gap. Fiscal policy was also used p


o\ occas\or\ to pro.rite a\ extra kick to arr expan- !
sion already under way, a$ in lg6+, when Kennedy's $
successor, iyndon B. /ohnson, cut income tax rates 5
to keep an expansion alive. This tax cut, introduced to e
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